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	The Gale Encyclopedia of Mental Disorders is a valuable

	source of information for anyone who wants to

	learn more about mental disorders and their treatments.

	This collection of approximately 400 entries provides

	in-depth coverage of specific disorders recognized by

	the American Psychiatric Association (as well as some

	disorders not formally recognized as distinct disorders),

	diagnostic procedures and techniques, therapies, and

	psychiatric medications. In addition, entries have been

	included to facilitate understanding of related topics,

	such as Advance directives, Crisis housing, and Neurotransmitters.

	Entires cover the causes, symptoms, diagnosis, treatment, prognosis, prevention, and medications of mental disorders.
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The Art of SEO: Mastering Search Engine OptimizationO'Reilly, 2015

	
		Three acknowledged experts in search engine optimization share guidelines and innovative techniques that will help you plan and execute a comprehensive SEO strategy. Complete with an array of effective tactics from basic to advanced, this third edition prepares digital marketers for 2016 with updates on SEO tools and new search...
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Open Source GIS: A GRASS GIS ApproachSpringer, 2007


	Over the past decade, Geographical Information Systems (GIS) have evolved

	from a highly specialized niche to a technology that affects nearly every aspect

	of our lives, from finding driving directions to managing natural disasters.

	While just a few years ago the use of GIS was restricted to a group of

	researchers, planners and...
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Appium EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Explore mobile automation with Appium and discover new ways to test native, web, and hybrid applications


	About This Book

	
		Use Appium to automate any type of mobile application from any language using any test framework
	
		Write a single script to perform automation testing on both Android and...
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Historic Floors: Their History and Conservation (Butterworth - Heinemann Series in Conservation and Museology)Butterworth-Heinemann, 1998
Leading authorities, archaeologists, architects and archivists consider the latest methods of recording and repairing cathedral floors, including those of cathedrals, country houses, the monumental tiled pavements of the Palace of Westminster and other public buildings. Management policies to protect outstanding floors in over-visited sites are...
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Polymer Characterization: Laboratory Techniques and AnalysisWilliam Andrew Publishing, 1997
An overview of polymer characterization test methods     

       This volume provides an overview of polymer characterization test methods. The methods and instrumentation described represent modern analytical techniques useful to researchers, product development specialists, and quality control experts in polymer synthesis and...
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Fundamentals of Business Marketing Education: A Guide for University-Level Faculty and PolicymakersRoutledge, 2004

	Make the most of your ability to teach business-to-business marketing!

	

	Fundamentals of Business Marketing Education: A Guide for University-Level Faculty and Policymakers examines the essential issues of teaching business-to-business marketing courses at all four university levels. An international network of educators and...
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